Skills Tracker
Measure & monitor young people’s
progress as they build key personal skills

SKILLS TRACKER FROM
SLQ SPORTS LEADERS
Our Qualifications and Awards provide young
people with opportunities to develop and
demonstrate their skills, building their confidence
and raising their resilience to challenge.
Skills Tracker is our new online application that
supports Centres to measure and monitor the
impact of delivering our qualifications on young
people’s confidence in their skills, providing
essential insight to influence key delivery
decisions.

Monitor Learners’ development of
confidence in key personal skills with our
innovative digital web application.

Monitor and measure the impact of skills
development on young people’s confidence

Skills Tracker is our new online
application that supports Centres to
measure and monitor the impact of
delivering our Qualifications on young
people’s confidence in their skills.
Complementing the existing resources
and tools available to Centres, Skills
Tracker provides a visual and
demonstrable method for evaluating
learners’ progress, providing insight
that can influence delivery and
support assessment of both Learners
and Centres.
As Learners progress through their
course, Skills Tracker provides them with opportunities to reflect on their
confidence in five key personal skills – Teamwork, Problem Solving,
Communication, Self-Belief and Self-Management – to show their progress over
time. These reflections are collected and can be reported on via a single dashboard
for Centre staff.
Tutors, Centre Course Managers (CCMs) and Learners aged 13 and above all have
individual access to the areas of Skills Tracker which affect them, accessing it via a
standard internet browser. Learners rate their confidence in each of the skills from
0-100, adding reflections throughout their course to create a clear picture of their
progress while Tutors and CCMs have the ability to monitor these reflections and
measure their impact.
Skills Tracker complements existing resources designed for our Leadership
Qualifications, providing an extra insight for Tutors and CCMs to ensure that
learners are progressing as planned or if additional support might be beneficial.

What are the key benefits
of using Skills Tracker?
• An easy-to-use, web-based application which can be used on computers, tablets or
smartphones with minimal administration for Learners, Tutors or Centre Course
Managers
• Provides a tangible solution for demonstrating
the impact of courses on young people’s
confidence in their skills
• Facilitates better monitoring of learners’
progress and potential for intervention
• Keep a closer eye on how learners are adapting
to education environments re-integrating with
their communities post-pandemic
• Creates opportunities for learners to reflect on
their own abilities and development, acting as a
reminder of their progress and reinforce their
achievements
• Analytic suite for managing
data – providing insight,
comparison and supporting
feedback from learners
• Impact data can be exported
to pdf document for
presentation to colleagues and
stakeholders
• Complements existing resources
and materials (such as Learner
Evidence Records) to create a
full picture of learners’ progress
• No need to download additional
software, utilising readily
available web browsers such as
Microsoft Internet Explorer or
Google Chrome

"Having looked at the data after the first
use before we broke up, it was quite eye
opening and true when going through it.
“It did actually make me rethink some
sessions and how I would then support or
challenge students".

Head of Physical Education
Framlingham College

“Leadership is tough to measure, even personally. Skills
Tracker provides a great insight into the short- and longterm impact leadership experiences and practice makes on a
student's personal development.
“It is quick and simple to use which allows for instant
feedback to be provided and paints a realistic picture of the
benefit of a leadership programme over a scheme of work
or year, which can be really helpful in demonstrating
progress to students, parents and senior leaders.”

Team Leader for PE
Shenley Brook End School

Skills Tracker from SLQ Sports Leaders

What’s the next steps?
Skills Tracker is available now to Qualification Centres at no additional cost
and can be accessed via your LEAP account - your Centre Course Manager
(CCM) just needs to complete a short sign up form and your Centre is ready
to go.
If you are not yet delivering Qualifications from SLQ Sports Leaders, our
Business Development Team can guide you through the process and offer
guidance on the best options for your Centre. After agreeing the right
package for you, we’ll support you in setting up as a Centre and we’ll
provide all your team with the training they need to get started – training is
free and available to anyone in your Centre.
Once your Centre’s team has completed the training, it’s over to you (with
our help) and you’re ready to register your Qualification course and start
using Skills Tracker. Find out more about Skills Tracker by visiting
sportsleaders.org/SkillsTracker.

To find out more about how Skills Tracker and
our leadership qualifications can help your
organisation build a community of leaders,
please get in touch!

01908 689180

Call 01908 689180 or email
devteam@sportsleaders.org

@SportsLeaders

Limited Availability
For the start of the 2021/22
academic year, Skills Tracker will
initially be available to a maximum
of 200 Centres.
Access Skills Tracker now to
become one of the first Centres to
take advantage of the application
and to help us make it even better
for more Learners, Tutors and
Centres.

devteam@sportsleaders.org
@SportsLeaders
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